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Challenges of traditional  
core banking systems
• Monolithic design not conducive 

to change and modern software 
development practices

• Difficult to access data and 
applications to support new  
feature development

• Most are reliant on COBOL,  
a programming language from  
the 1950s that today’s developers 
don’t know

Today’s financial services customers expect a seamless experience across all 
channels—physical, mobile and web—and for banks to continuously deliver  
new, personalized services that help improve their financial well-being, all  
while ensuring that their data and privacy are always protected. To meet these 
expectations, financial services organizations must transform how they build and 
ship software to reduce time to market for new features, to bring together siloed 
data and disparate applications, and to regularly improve their security posture 
and reduce risk.

Existing core banking systems make this transformation challenging. Core 
banking systems are the backbone of the financial services industry and are 
responsible for processing daily transactions for checking and savings accounts, 
credit cards, mortgages, consumer and commercial loans, and more. However, 
these systems are not conducive to the modern software development practices 
required to meet rising customer expectations. Banks and financial services 
organizations must undertake core banking system modernization to maintain 
existing customer loyalty, attract new customers, and fend off competition from 
fintech start-ups and nonfinancial services companies entering the banking space. 

Limitations of monolithic core banking systems
Most core banking systems are monolithic in nature, run on decades-old 
mainframe technology, and are written in COBOL. These systems were built  
for the long haul, written in a single, complex code base, and are not intended  
to be changed frequently. What was once perhaps an advantage now makes  
it difficult for software engineers and developers to modify existing features or 
build new ones without potentially impacting or even bringing down the rest of 
the system. But financial services organizations must be able to quickly develop 
and ship new features to meet customer expectations and respond rapidly to 
security threats.

These mainframe-based systems house a goldmine of data that is not easy  
to tap in to. Software engineers at banks need access to this data to support  
new feature development. It is also critical to break down data and application 
silos to create a seamless experience for customers that use multiple digital  
banking services.

Modernizing the 
Core Banking System
Meeting and exceeding customers’  
digital banking expectations
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Benefits of core banking 
system modernization
• Real-time accounting

• Better scalability and security

• API-based for ease of development

• Single core platform to meet 
customers’ ever-changing needs

In addition, these old systems are unable to support real-time banking at scale. 
When customers transfer funds from one account to another, for example,  
they expect the funds to be made available in the target account in real time. 
However, most mainframe-based core banking systems only support batch 
processing, meaning customers must wait hours—sometimes days—to access 
their funds and make subsequent transactions. 

And finally, there is the problem of the antiquated programming language. Most 
existing core banking systems are written in COBOL, originally developed in the 
1950s. Today’s software engineers and developers are usually not well versed  
in COBOL and prefer to use more modern, agile programming languages, such 
as Java, Python, and Node.js. 

The journey to core banking system modernization
Financial services organizations need a secure, scalable, dynamic core banking 
system that enables them to adapt to ever-changing customer expectations  
to maintain and win new business. To overcome the limitations of the old 
monolithic systems, organizations must undertake the journey to core banking 
system modernization.

The first step is to surround your existing core banking system with a modern cloud 
native development and runtime platform that supports real-time data processing 
capabilities via a distributed database, and to use APIs to open the system and its 
data to developers. With a surround and abstract approach, the core system is left 
running as is while developers access the applications and data needed to build 
new features and capabilities for customers. APIs also enable developers to 
connect with third-party payment services, such as Zelle and PayPal. 

The next step is to apply incremental modernization to the features that are  
likely to have the biggest positive impact on the customer experience. You want 
to identify functionality within existing core systems that differentiate you from 
competitors and move these features to the modern, cloud native platform. The 
most valuable features and capabilities are refactored in modern development 
languages and built to support a microservices architecture. 

Then over time, additional features are migrated until the entire core banking 
system is rewritten onto the new platform. Or you can migrate and refactor  
just the services that deliver competitive advantage and tap into the growing 
ecosystem of fintech providers to manage and run the core banking processes 
and functions that are common to all financial services organizations. By using 
vendor-supported software for typical core banking processes, software 
engineers and developers can focus their time and attention on developing 
value-added features and capabilities that improve the customer experience  
and help grow the business. In either case, the result is a modern core banking 
system running on a cloud native, developer-friendly platform, leaving the 
mainframe behind for good. 
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Why VMware for Core  
Banking Modernization

Multi-cloud, single  
pane of glass

Time to market  
(developer experience)

Ecosystem support

Experience 

 –Compliance, regulations  
and security

 –API first

 – Integration

Secure software  
supply chain

Known trusted  
technology partner

Modernizing with VMware Tanzu 
VMware Tanzu® helps financial services organizations modernize their 
applications and infrastructure, including improving the developer experience, 
speeding Kubernetes adoption, simplifying cloud migration, and centrally 
managing clusters and apps across multi-cloud.

VMware Tanzu Labs software consulting services bring experts to work side  
by side with organizations to solve digital challenges, evaluate core banking 
systems, and execute a modernization strategy aligned with business goals. 
Tanzu Labs takes an enablement-focused approach, coaching customers in 
modern software development practices, jump-starting complex modernization 
efforts, and helping large organizations scale app and cloud transformation.

VMware Tanzu Application Platform is an API-first, modern application platform 
for enterprises that want to continuously deliver and run microservices across 
clouds. Software engineers can efficiently manage Day 2 operations and reduce 
risk with near-zero downtime security patches and platform updates.

The VMware Tanzu for Kubernetes Operations solution combines an enterprise-
ready Kubernetes runtime with multi-cloud management capabilities, monitoring 
and observability, and service mesh for end-to-end connectivity and security. 
Engineers can reliably deploy and run containerized workloads across private 
and public clouds, making VMware Tanzu for Kubernetes Operations a great 
destination to run a modern core banking system from the VMware deep 
ecosystem of fintech partners.

Learn more 
For more information, visit tanzu.vmware.com/industries/financial-services  
or contact your VMware representative. 
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